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The Baricci 2015 Brunello di Montalcino is
highly distinguished by its mineral side and
that is truly the magic of this wine. There is a
pungent note of raw grape at first, but it lifts
to reveal forest berry, camphor ash and
subtle touches of sweet spice. These
elements come together like a tightly fitted
mosaic. The wine is balanced and fresh, with
just enough structure to add firmness and
considerable length to its polished midweight frame. In fact, mouthfeel is this
wine's strongest suit. Acidity is never a
problem in Montosoli, located on the north
side of Montalcino where day and night
temperature shifts play an important role in
slow fruit ripening. This warm vintage shows
higher extract, but the overall balance
allowed Baricci to bottle using very little
sulfur (which could account for that little
tangy note you get on first nose).
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